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T.IINTRODUOTfON

Condenqqtion'çnd rnogld. growth in poor[y heated dwel'lings is a major 'problgm- in,puþliq .sòctör .

dwe-llings, especially in flats and, maisohettes.. Occupahts in affecled dqqilinis'ofto4,.*iíi atro

cqmplain about 4 lapk of'1[het'mal:cqmfort'and an þàbility oq,gnwiflîngn9,i¡, to pay foi fuel: ,TT" efq,gf

of.rising-fuel.prices'and publldiþy about eheqgy. saùilç þq: .rerç,u,,l,l'ed 
ih the tirot,pt¡ority,for prry'

pqggramm-e of rehabilitation belng the provision 
9f Þ,cos! gffectlvb heàting syster¡.'

., \t'i

C.learty,, a\l .,things þeing.eqìral.,'ad,ç.quatg heatiilg for,t\ef1nál:porirfirrt will; redüce the risk oi-,

co4deRsation and ,mould ørp,wth. .$'9wqver, n¡oi¡!.tlrq,generation arid moi$tuie viipour renir,rvdi, eitheí'

directly, oç1by gqneral,veçtilatiort pre equally imç0.çtant when asseepJnþ I problgm of con¿ènsatiUäl'

Unfor,t$þatel¡¡ there;app.gqrs tö bo,a colilrnonly held view thqt ventil*tion is only,a method of 
|os1le,,

heat,F4d should be,,,reducqd during the winte¡ rvher:eve¡ i$SiÞlie', 
this paper considers problerrrs'Ïn

seme recently rehabilitatod fluts and r.naisonettes"

2.*CA$þ,ÈI¡$'XORÍES '

2. 1. I &ehêþilital¡a-u{glks-------.

Tþiqestetewas ppgned.in l96Xand!h9 palt considered çonsists of,two f-rve ttorey blocks of b¡iê'k:Éuilt'

maisonettçtnnd g4outrd floor',flats,, ThgJe wa,s plectçic under-floor heatirtg which.was in dome cáÊes

defecbive âl¡dgenqrally not uÉed beçauFê,lt *a* considered to be both inefi'ective.ar,rd,vglVlefPen-1rye.

Thpre wasna h,i,.tory. of,,con'detisati.gn $1d mou,ld grovúth in .a. number of dwellings: The o¡iginäl

windows wpre timber: and.they had decayed,

,t

rv,il{owgnirn{¡sor.,e drylining to the e"xter'rr¿rl walls. The nerv winctorvs were dfaught-stripped, sealed
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double glazed, plastic.coated steel units. One large light was openable. A permanent vent was

provided at high leveI in the frame.

The ventilation of the dwellings was likely to have been reduced by the fitting of draught stripped

windows. This, the double glazing and the additional thermal insulation was intended to make any

heating system more efhcient, in order to combat a condensation problem.

2.1.2 Observations

In fact the incidence of pròblems of condensation increased. Dwellings which previously suffered

condensation experienced an increase in darnpäess problems and some dwellings which prior to the

works had nob been al'fected, now found unacceptable condensation.

2.2 Estate One in LONDON BOROUGH of ISLINGTON

2 2 1 Rehabilitation works

This is an.eight-storey L-shaped, mainly brick-built block of 160 flats f'rrst opened in 1948. The

construction involveà'cast conôrete stair cases and a numbiir of concrete tintels and beairs. The

original windows were steel framed and the heating system was a single gas fire in the living room.

The dwellings were provided with indiïidual gas-fired hot watêr ceriûral'heabing systems. In addition,

new UPVC tilt.and-türn double-glazéd windows werb fitted together úvith some dry-liniir!.'to solid

concrete, external walls and cavity f-rll to the brick infill panels. Thi: windows weie þiovided with

permanent:vents via a'draught-free''unit in the frarne. In addition the original air bricks iir the living

room were left.

2.2.2 Observations

Condensation problems continued to pèrsist in some dwellings even in those which appeared to make

reasonable use of the central heating system, eg. the sysbem was on for a period in the morning and

the late afternoon/evening and off for the daytime and overnight.

Mould growth forrned on the corner of the c.àvity rvalls ¿rncl ¿rlso on'wiiidow reve¿tls and in an unheated

toi'let within about six weeks of the completion of the works. This w¿s alleged [o have happ¡-, ned in a

number ol dwellings out of the thirt.v'dr so completecl. Observations were only made in three
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dwellings due to the difficulty of obtaining access. It should be noted that these were made at the end

of last winter and that by this coming winter many more dwellings will have been finished.

It is hoped that the f-rtting of bathroom and kitchen extract fans together with a catch that permits

trickle ventilation around the' perimeter of the openable windows will alleviate the extent of this

potential problem.

2.3 Estate Two in LONDON BOROUGH of ISLINGTON

2.3.1 Rehabilitation works

This estate was first opened in 1936 and a rehabilitation scheme was carried out on a number of four.

storey concrete framed and brick built blocks of maisonettes. The original heating system was coal

{ires in the living rooms.

The works consisted of- installing:-

.1. External thermal insulation to the blocks consisting of 50mm polystyrene protecbed by

sand"/cement render.

2. A "protected membrane" or "inverted" flat roof system consisting of 50 mm extruded polystyrene

protected with paving slabs.

3. Replacement tilt-and-turn double windows.

4. Individual gas fïred h'ot water radiators central heating.

5. A gas f'rre in the living room.

2.3.2 Observations

The dwellings had asphalted balconies to the living rooms which could not be insulated externally

due to the limited space. The soffrt in the bedroom beneath the balcony which was always a cause of

problems with condensation appeared to be attracting even more condensation and mould-growth,

even in apparently well heated dwellings.

In addition there appeared to be a greater incidence olcotrdensafion and mould-growth on lhe rvinclorv

reveals.
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3. DISCUSSION

One of the frrst priorities in rehabilitation schemes is the provision of adequate thermal comfort.

Wheh heating systems are designed it is normal to reduce the conductive heat loss and the ventilation

rate in order to save fuel and to reduce running costs.

However, the heating regime in most dwellings in London is intermittenb. The heating may be on for

about one to two hours in the morning and between about 1600 hrs and 2300 hrs in the evening. For

the rest of bhe time the heating will be off. A dwelling heabed in this way would be considered to be

well heated within the normal expectabions of the occupants.

Clearly, additional heat is available and this occasionally may be utilised during exceptionally cold

spells. In public sector old peoples homes the heating is normally on 24 hours a day for the duration of

the heating s'eason (1 October through 31 March).

3.l Ventilation

lt is important to note that very little information is available about either the achieved ventilation

rabe in flabs and maisonettes, or what ventilation rate is required to cope with the moisture of

habitabion. However, it i$ clear from the results of these and other recent case histories that the

ventilation rate is inadeQuâte for the lifestyle in the dwellings considered.

The most importarìt qource of water in the dwellings obsqrved is probably from the drying of washing,

There is normally no facility for this externally and washing is dried on radiators, in front of fires and

radiators and in unvented tumble driers.

This factor, together with solid floors and a high densiby of occupation are, in rny opinion, the major

åiffe¡ence between flats and maisonettes and dwellings with individual private gardens.

The necessity to dry washing in dwellings with no gardens and without reasonable alternatives, is

probably a major cause of condensation and.mould-growth. Clearly, education of the occupants and.ior

the provision of suitable vented drying facilities would help'alleviate this diffrculty. Unfortunatel-v,
'this is easier to say than to implement.

One major difficulty with condens¿rtion problems is that people are not.very sensitive to humiclit-v ¿rt a

normal comfort temperature. Thus there may be no ¿rwareness of .high hLrmiclity even when mould

growth has been observed. In adclition, people are often very sensitive bo colcl ¡-rir crrrrents, thtrs there
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is often a reluctance to use ventilators or to open windows unless they produce draught-free

ventilation.

The present design of windows ensures that when shut they will not permit water penetration, even

through the permanent vent. I.suspect that the air inñltration through the fully shut windows is very

low, and that the equivalent area of the permanent aperture is significantly less than the dimensions

of the external aperture. Clearly, the difficulty which remains is the design of a permanent ventilator

that both provides a permanent draught-free airf'low ãnd cannot easily be blocked off by the occupant.

The use of bathroom and kitchen extract fans would both remove moisture at source and increase the

ventilation rate. For this reason it has been suggested that fans should be flrtted as a matter ofcourse

in rehabilitation work. However, fans are often not used and even speciflrcally blocked by some

oceupants. There is also a reluctance to use fans on the part of other occupants because of the loss of

heat and a misunderstanding oI their low running cost.

The present problem of continuing condensation and mould-growth in apparently well heated

rehabilitated dwellings could be alleviated by increasing the ventilation rate, [5, part of the

rehabilitation program appears to be specifically intended bo reduce the ventilation rate in order to

save energy, it would seem necessary to reconsider this approach, particularly when considering

dwellings with no vented facilities for drying washing.

3.2 The use of windows to provide venþilation

It is often the case that permanent vents and openable windows are the only signifrcant source of

airflow within a flat or maisonette type dwelling. Floors are nofmally solid, chimneys, if they did

once exist, are sealed, or their apertures very much 'reduced and windows and doors are often

draught-stripped. These features are considered to be desirable in terms of re{ucing energy needs.

Permanent vents are generally considered undesirable in'terms of'producing draughts and wasting

heat and in the past, have been designed according to the prpvisions of the Inner London Building

Regulations based upon the..size of the external aperture. The National Building Regulations for

England and Wales do not have a general requirement for permanent appertures in habitable roorns

and this may lead to further increases in the incidence of condensation in London when the lnner

London Building Regulations are withdrawn.

It is my opinion that some draught-free penn¿ì.nent vents, r¡'hich involve a tortuor.ts path.thlough the

window system may have a less than expected eqttivzrlenl rrrezr
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This means that in practice some of the present designs of permanent vents may not provide the

intended permanent aperture. However, the systematic sealing of other additional sources of

ventilation probably is more significant in reducing the overall ventilation rate.

Irrespective of whether there is considered to be adequate provision lor permanent ventilation, the

evidence from bhe dwellings considered above is that the ventilation is, in practice inadequate. As the

main source of airflow is through lhe window system, it would seem reasonable to consider

modifications to windows.

In my opinion the absence of fanlights on the present windows is a cause of diffrculty. Tilt and turn

windows are used to enable the occupant to provide ventilation in the tilted position. However, some

occupants have complained bhat the resultant air-flow produces draughts at head height when

seabed.

Sorne window systems irow have the facility of a position on the catch that produces a small gap

around the draught stripping to provide trickle ventilation. [t may also be possible to modify existing

windows to provide this facility.

Occupants tend not to make alterations to window positions without a strong stimulus. Thus,

occupants will have a preset position for their windows and only when there are very signiflrcant

changes in the internal or external environmenb are modifications made to the window posit-ions.

Cleârly, if an occupant believes that windows should always be kept tightly shut, possibly a

reasonable interpretation of current energy saving publicity, then the only available ventilation is

via the permanilnt apertures in the structure.

An occupant may wish to have ventilation but can be inhibited from using the facilities provided if
the open window produces unacceptable draughts. This could be prevented by the provision of a high-

level variable aperture opening. In my opinion this facility would be best provided by a fanlight.

It is worth noting at this point that external noise and./or air pollution may also inhibit an gccupant

from opening windows and thus result in an unacceptably low ventilation rate for the habitation.

This can produce mould growth and conclens¿rtior-r.
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3.3 Desisn of windows

Whichever windows are used, it is inevitable that some life styles will result in condensation and

mould growth. Amongst objectives of rehabilitation of dwellings is a reduction in the number of

dwellings affected by these problems.

It is most important to provide the occupants with as many options as possible with respect bo the use

of windows. The following points are recommended:-

All new draught-stripped windows should be provided with a facility for a secure opening

position where air can by-pass the perimeter sealing.

Wherever practicable, an openable fan-light should be þrovided. If this is not possible, a

variable opening ventilator should be provided at high Ievel.

The performance of permanent vents in windows should be examined in order to determine

whebher sufficient equiv4lent area is provided.

The size of permanent vents in windows should be considered with respect to different types

of dwellings. Flatted dwellings are liable to require a greater area of permanent window

vents then individual houses.

3.4 Thermal insúlatio;n

Increasing the thermal inbulation reduces the steady-state heat, loss and can reduce the cost of

maintaining thermal comfort. However, when the objectivq is. the alleviation of condensatiori' and

mould-growth, it is the effect of thermal insulation on the thermal diffusivity of the surf,ace that is

important.

Môst lifestyles, other than old people's homes, tend to have intermittent heating as described above,

Thus the average daily temperature may be comparable to the maximum dew-point temperature.

[f a dwelling has uninsulated concrete or solid brickwork for anv,of its internal surfaces, the time
' 
constant and high thermal diffusivity ol the surf¿rce rÌre¿ìrìs th¿rt ther:e is a high risk of condensation.

The fairly constan[ temperature ol the surface and the need .[oi ¿rddilional heat to evaporute ttn-v

condens¿te formed means that this t¡'pe of surf¿rce tends to stiry dzrurp; creirting condibions suitable lor

mould-growth.
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If external thermal insulation is fitted as a remedial measure it may have little effect in alleviating a

problem of internal condensation on dense heavy materials in intermittently heated dwellings.

Intermittent h'eat, as described above, is likely to be insuffìcient to raise the overall temperature of
' sâI, 225mm dense concrete to above the maximum dew- point temperature produced during

occupation.

This means that the internal dry-lining of concrete or solid brickwork has to be considered as a

method of alleviating the effects of condensation in spite of the risk of future interstitial

éondensation. Clearly, this risk can be reduced by the use ofa vapour check.

Whe¡ windows are double glazed and./or,internal surfaces are thermally insulated, bhe overall rate oI

formation of condensate is reduced and the internal humidity is increased. Thus, if in the

rehabilitation some dense materials have been left uninsulated on their internal surfaces such as

wÍndow rèveals, concrete soffits or concrete beamq, then the risk of condensation on these surfaces

rnqy be increased.

3.5 Cor4r,nents on thq qþservations

The observations made on the rehabilitated dwellings are consistent with the ventilation being

reduced. The additional thermal insulation may have exacerbated condensation and mould-growth

on some dense surfaces, bqt in my opinion it is the reduction of ventilation rate that is the major

fector.

Any problems that may have been,caused by increasing the thermal insulation could be alleviated by

increasing the ventilation rate.



4. CONCLUSTONS

The ventilation rate achieved in these dwellings after rehabilitation is too low for the lifestyle.

However, the extraction of moisture at source and/or the provision of facilities for the drying of

washing is an alternativè approach to.a general increase in ventilation rate.

There is a need fer more data on the ventilation rates achieved in dwellings and for guidelines on

minimurn'ventilation rates in different types of dwellings. Such recommendations should include

rnethodsfor their achievement.

New windows should have fanlights and the facility to provide draught-free trickle air- flow. In

addition, occüpants should be made-rnore aware of the need for adequate ventilation and discouraged

fnorn blocking any of the permanent apertures provid'ed.

Additional externäl thermal insulation'may have only a timited use in alleviating a problem of

condensation,andimôuld growth in intermittently heated dwellings.

I:R.Bealby

GLC/DG/SSB/TS

September 1985
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